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Introduction

Imagine the believers are asking Allah with all His names. This will be
based on knowledge and guidance is from Allah and its not in our hands.
Quran is always there to guide us and let us know in this life about what to
do. You know that Allah will never leave you and He is the one who will
guide you in your life always. Focus on your actions because Allah guides
and shows you everything. When you look at the knowledge of Allah there
is nothing comparable to His knowledge. For us we keep learning and we
learn limited but Allah knowledge is unlimited and He knows before and
after and the consequences of all people of all time. If you are building
blocks then you know a small move can make it fall. Nothing can go out of
order that is in Allah's control. Allah subhan hu atala has made things
compatible with everything else. Allah is Al Khabeer who encompass all
knowledge and it goes in line with the people and their specifics.
Allah is Khabeer and He doesnt only commands and dictates you but also
He guides and takes care of your need. He will give circumstances in life
according to people's needs. He knows that whether you are ready or not
for a specific Qadar that you have to face. Allah knows everyone and how
guidance can come to them. Everyone's plan is customized. He knows
what will happen if it happens now or after 5 mins. Purify and beautify for
Him and that is the best balance life. Allah brings the qadar to you as a
console from the bigger calamity.

This ayah talks about convenant and justice, Allah says fulfill the covenant
and detach from your desire and just follow the command of Allah. You
dont do it when you feel like doing it and ignoring it at other times. Dont
follow your desire rather follow that Allah has commanded you. You cannot
go acccording to your mood after saying samaina and atana. Allah knows
from where are you getting influenced thats why He says Bizaatis sadoor.
This is taqwa that you follow Allah's command. He knows why are you
saying this and why you are doing what you are doing. Ayah 8 says
established in the religion and command that you follow. This is that you
have to fulfill your covenant and follow His commands. Sometimes we hate
someone and we dont follow the justice steps with them and we do it with

people whom we love. This is wrong and everyone deserves justice from
you and its a general human right and it will make you close to Allah. Don't
make your feelings and love and hatred be a reason of not doing justice.
When you are active from outside and you are good from inside then dont
do anything for anything else other than for Allah. Don't make your
emotions control your desires. Allah says to have fear of Allah in this
regards. So beware that Allah knows everything so whether you are just or
not Allah will know. When you are mother then you will know whether your
children has done homework or not. Khabeer bima tamaloon is not what
you do rather why are you doing this. Allah knows the result of it. Allah will
account people based on this.

surah tawbah is all about repentance and protects us from being hypocrite.

Here you look that Allah opens the doors for Tawbah from different sides.
This kind of command if you have to take and you feel some resisitance
Allah will take it away from you. Allah asks that what do you think that Allah
will just leave you without testing you. Allah is testing the believer to see
who is worthy of taking care of house of Allah and you cannot just get the
house without test and there is no end of test in life. This test is to purify
you and firm on the way of guidance. Allah purifies us so that we go to
paradise. Ayah 16 Allah says He will not leave any one without tests to
check who is the one who goes forward and who stays back and who is
strong and who is not. This is a way of guidance. Allah will guide you who

is the one who is up. The one who is guided will go up and they will be
elevated. They have to pass the tests, Allah will surely guide them to go up.
Allah command bring decree and decision that is very difficult to show the
reality of the believer. Based on what you are doing there is recompense,
Allah will bring situation based on your situation and your circumstances.
Allah is Khabeer He knows what to do with whom and see who is patient
and who is not truthful and follow desires. Allah places the right nurturing
with His right name.
Surah Nur

All of this is about the Munafiquun. Thats why they will be given the light
and it will be taken away from them because they are not clear about
themselves. They have maradh in them and Allah is all aware of the
problems that they face. The believer is like a date palm tree he is very
stringly rooted and very strong but munafiqeen are mudhabdabeen and
they will go where ever they want to go or their desires take them. Imagine
someone use their tongue to make qasam. If you command them next time
they will come with you. they are not clear about themselves. Allah is
telling you everything. Allah subhan hu tala telling nabi sallelaho
alehewasslam, no need to make announcements if you want to do
anything. Like someone says I want to pray and fast you dont have to make
big announcement to do this. The munafiqs dont do it and they make
excuses. You cannot use your oath for protection. The problem of munafiq
is that they dont like people displease them they want to be in good books
of everyone. Thats why Allah said He is all aware of of what you do and

you dont need to justify yourself, neither say what you are doing. Allah is all
aware and He knows. No need to adjust yourself or to please others.

Surah Luqman.

Quran everything is connected to each other and connected to your life.
Everything is divine nurturing and the purpose is to develop our actions to
the best level. Allah will teach you things that will nurture you through ayaat
and to degrees so that you elevate in your ranks. What are the things you
need to see? The actions of Allah and what are His actions and it will help
you for your own nurturing. Imagine if you tell the students that find your
way and right about it he will be confused. Allah has directed and made us
look the right way exactly and clearly and Allah showed you in a right
balanced way not to surprise you or give you a shock. Allah is telling you
about His actions. What did Allah do? some actions that you should know
that i shouldnt interfere in these and only Allah can handle them. You have
day and night, they are two different scenes. Allah made pair for everything
like dark and light, husband and wife. This will make you deal with things

differently because you know Allah is the one who merges day into night
and night into day. When it goes and comes there is no imbalance or
disturbance very slowly and everyone adapts to it. it goes from one state to
another in a very balanced way so that you don't get shocked or panicked.
It doesn't matter who is dominating. This is how you go from one position to
another position. Sometimes you see people after 20 years and you see
big changes in them. Allah can bring that change even if it is opposite to
you. From misguidance to guidance and from any state to another Allah
brings it gradually. Look at children how they go from one life to another
and there are so many transitions to their life. These transitions are seen in
people happening. Your goal is one and in surah Luqman these changes
are good for your tarbiya. Allah makes the transitions smooth. Most of the
problems that people face is in this transition but we need to believe that
Allah is the one who is doing it it will relax us. There is shams to show you
and Qamar to guide you.

